
Play with Bubbles
Words to focus on: bubbles, blow, pop, big/small, more
Sentences you can make: It’s my turn/your turn, More bubbles, 
Pop the bubbles.

Activity: Grab some bubbles and head outside. Model the words on the child’s device. 
Talk about if the bubbles are big or small. Have the child request you make more bubbles 
for them and asking/answering questions.

Go to the Playground
Words to focus on: play, swing, slide, more, up/down, fun “wee” or “yay”
Sentence you can make: I want to swing/slide, I want to go fast/slow, This is fun!

Activity: Going to the playground is fun for kids! Let the child explore and play while 
modeling words/sentences on their AAC device. This is a great way to have them request 
for help/more/all done and a variety of other vocabulary words (think core words.)

Water Sensory Table
Words to focus on: water, wet, splash, “uh oh”, boat,
Sentence you can make: The water is cold, I can splash, The boat is in the water.
Activity: Grab any plastic bin or tub and fill it with water. Get some toys you can place in 
there such as a boat, ocean animals, cups, sponges, balls, etc. for you to play with. Let the 
child explore the water and talk about what you are doing/model the words on the device. 
Don’t be afraid to let them splash a little!

Play with Chalk
Words to focus on: chalk, color (all the color words as well), draw
Sentences to create: The ____ is red, Draw a dog, I want (color.)
Activity: Grab some different colored chalk to play with on the driveway or sidewalk. Be 
creative and draw/color any picture you would like! Focus on the color words, requesting 
for certain colors or things to be drawn, and action words.
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